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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
 

1. Fancy Foodies Pty Ltd (‘Fancy Foodies’), of claimant, plans and holds a highly 
publicised and well attended annual event called the ‘Fancy Foodies Festival’. 
Planning spans the entire year and menu selection is the most difficult task within the 
process. 
 

2. Crafty Catering Pty Ltd (‘Crafty Catering’), of respondent, is a reputable company that 
provides services in creating menus and catering customised menus. 

 
3. Fancy Foodies and Crafty Catering shared a good relationship, resulting in their first 

entry into an agreement of customer and provider, in 2015. The outcome of this 
agreement was successful. 

 
4. In January 2016, Fancy Foodies and Crafty Catering once again engaged in 

negotiations for the next annual event. Crafty Catering sent a contract a week later, 
to be signed by Fancy Foodies. 

 
5. Crafty Catering appointed Mr Philip Sorce as Menu Director. Mr Sorce developed a 

menu signed off by Crafty Catering. 
 

6. The Fancy Foodies Gala (opening night of the Fancy Foodies Festival) was well 
attended, as usual. Food reviewers and journalists were there, as well as the top 
restaurateurs, chefs and hospitality staff of Australia. 

 
7. The menu item ‘Silver Sliver’ containing the anticipated expensive ingredient ‘Sparkle 

Mint’ was served including this ingredient, but appeared ‘fluro yellow’ instead of the 
revered silver of the ‘Sparkle Mint’. 

 
8. The menu item ‘Diamond Dream’ constructed around the ingredient Crystal Cuff Fish 

was the only item consumed by Fancy Foodies’ Director, Leah Franch, and six other 
senior employees. They suffered from food poisoning and were unfit to attend work 
for the following 14 days. 

 
9. The absence of Fancy Foodie’s senior staff members directly impacted the following 

events of the festival, and reviews fell short of success as the week progressed. 
 

10. Seven events to be conducted by these employees were cancelled and attendees 
registered were reimbursed for the costs of their tickets. 

 
11. Fancy Foodies have been in contact with Crafty Catering about these two issues but 

could not reach satisfactory terms. 
 

12. Due to Crafty Catering’s non-compliance with the contract, Fancy Foodies seeks 
reliance damages for ingredients used for the ‘Silver Sliver’ menu item. 
 

13. Due to Crafty Catering’s negligence in regards to the handling of the ingredient 
‘Crystal Cuff Fish’, which caused food poisoning, Fancy Foodies seeks damages for 
all costs associated with the cancelled events. 
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ARGUMENTS IN FULL 

BREACH OF CONTRACT 

I. Respondent Breached an Implied Term 

Claimant submits an implied term as follows was incorporated in the Fancy Foodies 

Gala Contract: the menu item ‘Silver Sliver’ under clause 13.3 would be presented in 

such a manner that the dish would have its original, reputed, silver appearance. The 

dish was fluorescent yellow instead. In establishing this implied term existed, five criteria 

to be met,1 is met.  

a) The term is reasonable and equitable because the title includes the implication 

(‘Silver Sliver’ under clause 13.3 of the contract) and pre-contractual negotiations 

indicate an understanding that the highly anticipated ingredient was Sparkle Mint, 

the ingredient known for its silver hue. Further, at the tasting, claimant did not 

change this understanding of its expected colour.  

b) The main ingredient was a highly regarded and trending ingredient in the industry. 

Its showcase was the main intention, manifested, and this required the item to be 

in its original state: silver. Meeting the standards of the implied term of the 

contract would have benefitted both parties and constitutes business efficacy.  

c) The implied term that the dish ‘Silver Sliver’ would in fact be silver in its 

presentation is obvious to the reasonable person.  

d) An implied term must have sufficient precision in order to be determined as clear 

and concise, where an implied term not to discriminate against subsidiaries is 

ambiguous and unclear as to the scope.2 ‘Silver Sliver’ in its presentation is 

sufficiently proximate and therefore such a term is of clear expression. 

e) This implied term incorporated through clause 13.3 and pre-contractual 

negotiations, does not contradict with any of the express terms in the contract. 

II. Exact Performance is Required 

The implied term was an essential one, manifested through the general nature of the 

contract, and Fancy Foodies entered the contract under the confidence that Crafty 

Catering would comply with the agreed menu instructions and plans.3 

                                                        
1 BP Refinery (Westernport) Pty Ltd v Shire of Hastings (1978) 52 ALJR 20. 
2 Shell v Lostock [1976] 1 WLR 1187. 
3 Luna Park (NSW) Ltd v Tramways Advertising Pty Ltd (1938) 61 CLR 286; Highmist Pty 
Ltd v Tricare Ltd [2005] QCA 357; Goods Act 1958 (Vic) s 37.  
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III. Request for Relief 

Claimant seeks reliance damages. Fancy Foodies made a payment in reliance of the 

performance of a contractual obligation, for the ingredients of the menu item ‘Silver 

Sliver’.4 As Crafty Catering has not complied with the implied term in the contract, a 

breach has occurred and no value has been returned for the expenditure amounted. 

Hence, the claimant seeks costs to the extent the payment was wasted.5This is the cost 

of the menu item amounting to $18,000. 

BREACH OF DUTY OF CARE 

IV. Respondent Owed Duty of Care 

Crafty Catering was in a position of knowledge and expertise, and owed a duty of care to 

the claimant.6 Mr Sorce, an employee of the respondent,7 acting in the course of his 

employment,8 renders the respondent vicariously liable for the negligent acts/omissions 

by Mr Sorce. Spoiled Crystal Cuff Fish, the main ingredient for the menu item Diamond 

Dream, caused the claimant’s senior staff food poisoning. Given the commercial nature 

of the Fancy Foodies Gala, the respondent could reasonably foresee that a failure to 

maintain this duty of care, the claimant (a reasonably foreseeable person as opposed to 

an indeterminate unascertained class) would suffer economic loss. The respondent had 

a higher level of immediate control over the preparation of the meals for the Fancy Foodies 

Gala, as provider in the contract. The claimant had an inability to protect itself and harms 

of the respondent’s negligent acts/omissions. A duty of care should arise from the 

respondent to the claimant.9 

V. Respondent Breached Duty of Care 

The test for whether a breach of duty of care is satisfied:10  

a) The risk was foreseeable because recent articles of issue in the industry identified 

the specific consequences of mishandled Crustal Cuff Fish. Further, Crafty 

Catering’s chef, Mr Sorce, was aware of this information, and saw that the 

ingredient was outside the preservation of the fridge.  

                                                        
4 McRae v Commonwealth Disposals Commissions (1951) 84 CLR 377. 
5 Hungerfords v Walker (1989) 171 CLR 125. 
6 Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] AC 562. 
7 Hollis v Vabu Pty Ltd (2001) 207 CLR 21. 
8 Phoenix Society Inc v Cavenagh (1997) 25 MVR 143. 
9 Perre v Apand (1999) 198 CLR 180. 
10 Wyong Shire Council v Shirt (1980) 146 CLR 40; Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic) s 48. 
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b) This risk was not insignificant as Mr Sorce acknowledges this in his statement.  

c) In these circumstances a reasonable person would have taken precautions, and 

there are four elements that stipulate this.11 Firstly, the probability that harm would 

occur if care were not taken was very high. Mr Sorce states that he was aware of 

the negative affects of a mishandling of the ingredient. Secondly, the gravity of the 

harm is acknowledged by Mr Sorce and by the Ms Leah Franch’s medical 

certificate. Thirdly, the reasonably person would have disposed of the ingredient 

that was seen outside the fridge, being in full knowledge of the above elements. 

Finally, using the fish did not provide any benefit to the community. 

VI. Breach was the Cause of Harm 

This breach of duty of care is the factual causation of harm suffered by the claimant.12 

The claimant submits that ‘but for’ the respondent failing to provide a standard of care by 

taking precautions to prevent food poisoning with the Diamond Dream, Ms Franch and 

other Fancy Foodies senior staff would not have suffered food poisoning during the Fancy 

Foodies Gala. 13  Furthermore, Ms Franch’s medical certificate established that the 

symptoms of food poisoning that afflicted her are uniquely attributable to spoiled Crystal 

Cuff Fish. Had Mr Sorce taken the precaution of disposing the ingredient that was left 

outside the fridge, Ms Franch and coworkers would have been able to work throughout 

the duration of the Fancy Foodies Festival, conducting the events that required their 

expertise. The employees’ inability to work incurred economic losses arising from 

reimbursed tickets. 

VII. Request for Relief 

The claimant is seeking costs of $56,000 for the reimbursed tickets. The 

respondent owed the claimant a duty of care, and breached that duty of care, for 

which the claimant suffered economic loss. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
11 Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic) s 48(2). 
12 Ibid s 51. 
13 March v (E & M) Stramare Pty Ltd (1991) 171 CLR 506. 
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